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Abstract—Volatility spillovers of the DM/$ and ¥/$ exchange rate across
regional markets are examined using the integrated volatility of high-
frequency data. An analysis of quoting patterns reveals � ve distinct
regions: Asia, Asia-Europe overlap, Europe, Europe-America overlap, and
America. After reviewing theoretical foundations for persistence of vola-
tility in dealership markets, regional volatility models are constructed
where volatility in one region is a function of yesterday’s volatility in that
region (“heat-wave effect”) and volatility in other regions (“meteor-
shower effect”). Evidence of statistically signi� cant effects is found for
both own-region and interregional spillovers, but the economic signi� -
cance of own-region spillovers indicates that heat waves are more impor-
tant than meteor showers.

I. Introduction

IT is a well-known stylized fact that foreign exchange
(FX) rate dynamics are characterized by clusters of vol-

atility. In seminal papers on the subject, Engle, Ito, and Lin
(1990) and Ito, Engle, and Lin (1992) demonstrated the
presence of meteor showers, or interregional volatility per-
sistence, for the mid-1980s yen-dollar market. Further evi-
dence on region-speci� c volatility clustering, or heat waves,
was provided by Baillie and Bollerslev (1990) and Hogan
and Melvin (1994).

However, these early studies faced extensive data limita-
tions. In Engle et al. (1990), a daily opening and closing
price for Tokyo and New York formed the basis for inferring
volatility transmission. These opening and closing quotes
were limited to one morning and one afternoon observation
and hence did not re� ect the actual level of activity occur-
ring in the major foreign exchange trading centers, notably
Europe.

More recently, high-frequency data sets have allowed the
issue to be reconsidered in a continuous-time setting. Da-
corogna et al. (1993) and Andersen and Bollerslev (1997)
demonstrate that intradaily seasonality in FX volatility con-
tains a geographic component re� ecting the timing of busi-
ness activity in the major geographical trading zones.

Based on this � nding, this paper will examine volatility
persistence in a framework where clusters of high-
frequency quote activity will de� ne the opening and closing
times of trading centers. Speci� cally, we will identify the
following distinct regions: (1) Asia, (2) an Asia-Europe
trading overlap period, (3) Europe, (4) a Europe-America

overlap, and (5) America. These � ve nonsynchronous mar-
ket segments will form the basis for our models of volatility
transmission. We allow for each region to have unique
interrelationships with every other region that would not be
possible in a homogenized treatment of the 24-hour day.
Since the persistence of volatility may seem surprising to
some if markets are free and ef� cient, it is important to
understand the nature of such persistence (if, indeed, any
exists) and how it might arise. For this reason, a more
precise exploration of the issue that uses high-frequency
data and allows for region-speci� c effects is useful to shed
light on the fragility of inferences made from existing
studies.

The next section discusses the possible underlying
sources of volatility persistence and how a regional frame-
work for analysis may be justi� ed. Section III describes the
data and the geographic breakdown of the global foreign
exchange market. Section IV introduces our econometric
methodology for modeling volatility persistence and pre-
sents estimation results. A summary and concluding re-
marks are contained in section V.

II. Volatility Persistence and Regional Components

There is a small but growing literature that addresses the
issue of the source of volatility in the FX market.1 However,
the issue of volatility spillovers from speci� c market re-
gions is still not well understood. The presence of such
spillovers and forecastable volatility in the FX market does
not necessarily imply anything about market ef� ciency or
the presence of unexploited pro� ts. However, one might
question why prices do not adjust quickly to new informa-
tion so that the market is characterized by short bursts of
volatility rather than the prolonged persistence implied by
previous studies.

There are several stories that can be told to try to explain
how volatility can spill over from one region of the world
into subsequent regions. The persistence of volatility in the
FX market could result from seemingly irrational processes
such as speculative bubbles or bandwagon effects, but there
also exist potential sources that are perfectly compatible
with the concept of ef� cient markets. An obvious candidate
is serial correlation in public information arrival. In this
case, the market may react quickly and completely to each
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individual piece of news, but volatility is autocorrelated due
to the presence of news clustering over time. Since most
news of relevance to � nancial markets occurs during each
region’s business hours, we should expect a regular global
pattern of intradaily seasonality in the news arrival process
that rises and falls with the opening and closing of business
hours in each region. As a result, we would expect volatility
to follow a similar intradaily pattern. This source of FX
market volatility would seem to give rise to the heat-wave
effect of regionally speci� c autocorrelation in volatility,
where volatility in Tokyo today is correlated with volatility
in Tokyo tomorrow. Since the high-frequency, short-
periodicity FX market studied in this paper is dominated by
market-making dealers who typically adjust their positions
quickly in response to new information, one might expect
that the market reaction to new information would tend to
be contained within the region containing the news. This
scenario does not explain why volatility would persist
across regions.

Another candidate source of volatility persistence that
might explain meteor showers, or volatility that is autocor-
related across regions, is that public information received at
one point in time is followed with a lag by a stochastic
response. Ito et al. (1992) give the example of a U.S. � scal
policy change that creates uncertainty regarding Bank of
Japan monetary policy. One can think of many alternative
examples. For instance, news arrives in the New York
morning regarding the U.S. trade balance, and is followed
that afternoon by statements issued by U.S. policy-makers
on “needed” policy changes; then further policy-maker
responses are forthcoming the next morning in Japan and
then Europe. These serially correlated public announce-
ments could cause volatility spillovers from one region to
other regions.

Beyond such public-information-based motives for vola-
tility persistence, private information revelation might also
be a causal factor. Models of optimizing agents where price
gradually incorporates information are provided by Kyle
(1985) and Admati and P� eiderer (1988). In these models,
the presence of informed and uninformed agents results in
an optimal trading strategy that generates a positive rela-
tionship between heterogeneity of expectations, trading vol-
ume, and the time required for price to fully re� ect infor-
mation. Easley and O’Hara (1992) construct a model where
the speed of adjustment of price to some informational
signal is an increasing function of the fraction of informed
traders active in the market. Ito, Lyons, and Melvin (1998)
provide evidence regarding the importance of private infor-
mation in the FX market. Position-taking that is based on
informational advantages may result in a rippling of trades
and generate volatility that is autocorrelated across regions.
In this case, we would expect a greater persistence of
volatility across regions that overlap in trading hours (for
example, Asia and Europe or Europe and America) due to
the greater ease of passing positions among traders.

Finally, volatility persistence could exist due to trader
heterogeneity of another sort than informational asymme-
tries. Traders could share information equally but use dif-
ferent models so that information is interpreted differently.
In this case, public news arrival could generate trading that
persists over time as the market digests the effects of the
news. Müller et al. (1997) emphasize traders with different
time horizons. For instance, FX dealers are concerned with
the extreme short end of the trading spectrum, whereas
corporate treasurers or central bankers consider longer ho-
rizons. Müller et al. then use this dichotomy to explain their
empirical � ndings that coarsely de� ned (that is, at lower
sampling frequencies) volatility predicts � nely de� ned (that
is, at higher sampling frequencies) volatility signi� cantly
better than the reverse. Theoretical models of this dichot-
omy and its effects do not yet exist, but a related model by
Osler (1995) is a step in this direction. Though Osler was
not concerned with the issue of volatility persistence or
prediction, her model suggests a causal sequence where an
increase in coarse volatility drives more speculators to the
longer trading horizon and then increases short-term vola-
tility as a result. If trader heterogeneity drives volatility
persistence, then the degree of such persistence could very
easily overlap regions. This is an open empirical question.

Taken as a whole, there are ample theoretical foundations
to support the prior belief that volatility in the FX market
may be characterized by persistence across geographic re-
gions. Previous empirical studies have documented the
presence of such persistence but have not studied the issue
using � nely sampled data with the regional modeling strat-
egy employed below. The empirical results that follow will
modify the inferences yielded by the previous studies and
allow a more re� ned sense of the timing of volatility
spillovers based on the regional models employed. Specif-
ically, we will show the economic and statistical signi� -
cance of the volatility spillovers and the extent to which
they tend to be own-region-speci� c rather than originate
from other regions.

III. Data and Geographic Organization
of the Global Market

Our primary data set consists of tick-by-tick Reuters
FXFX spot rate quotes for the Deutsche mark–U.S. dollar
(henceforth DM-$) exchange rate, collected from December
1, 1993 to April 28, 1995.2 The work by Dacorogna et al.
(1993) and Guillaume et al. (1995) suggests that samples with
resolution of at least 10 minutes should be used for reliable
statistical analysis. We choose 15-minute intervals as our
benchmark periodicity. To infer indicative quotes for each

2 The data were obtained from Olsen and Associates Research Institute
for Applied Economics in Zurich.
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desired 15-minute time point, we follow previous research-
ers in employing the following interpolation method:

q t
i 5 0.5F S 1 2

Tt 2 t t21

tt11 2 t t21
D ~ln Bt21

i 1 ln At21
i !

1 S1 2
tt11 2 Tt

tt11 2 tt21
D ~ln Bt11

i 1 ln At11
i !G ,

(1)

where q t
i denotes each region i’s 15-minute interpolated

average of the immediately preceding and following bid-ask
midpoint quotes weighted by their relative distance t, in
relation to each 15-minute clock stamp T. The 15-minute
regional quote changes, dq t

i, are then simply measured by
the difference between these interpolated indications, mul-
tiplied by 10,000, to convert all units into basis points. To
avoid spurious volatility analysis over the much slower
weekend trading periods, we follow the lead of most pre-
vious research with similar data and eliminate all quotes
between Fridays, 23:00 GMT, and Sundays, 22:45 GMT.

Although it is true that the FX market is a 24-hour
market, we know that there exists a close intradaily corre-

lation between quote frequency and volatility, re� ecting the
distinct opening and closing times in the major trading
centers (see, for instance, Müller et al., 1990). Although
Reuters FXFX quotes are indicative prices and hence not
identical to actual trading activity, the limited research that
has been carried out on transaction data indicates that the
volatility of FXFX quote revisions is highly positively
correlated with transaction-price volatility (see Goodhart,
Ito, and Payne, 1995, for further discussion). Furthermore,
the effect of electronic data holes which might affect the
timing of tick-by-tick quotes (see Dacorogna et al., 1993,
and Zhou, 1996) will be dampened by our coarser time
scale, where regional opening and closing times will be
based on the average 15-minute quote frequency in each
region.

To identify key geographic trading periods, we establish
regional groupings based on Reuters quotes. Included are
quotes from those countries which hold at least a 1% market
share of total FX turnover, as listed by the Bank for
International Settlements (1995, table 3). Figure 1(a) shows
the mean number of 15-minute quotes on the DM-$ market

FIGURE 1.—ACTIVITY ON THE DM-$ MARKET: MEAN DAILY QUOTE FREQUENCY PER 15-MINUTE INTERVAL

The graphs show the average number of quotes from (a) Asian, (b) European, and (c) American market-makers in each 15-minute interval for the DM/$ exchange rate over standard time (GMT) for the period
December 1, 1993 to March 28, 1995.
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coming from institutions in the following Asian countries:
Australia, Hong Kong, Japan, and Singapore. Figure 1(b)
shows European quote activity for Austria, Belgium, Den-
mark, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the Nether-
lands, Spain, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. Finally,
� gure 1(c) shows the average quote arrival for the American
market with Canadian and U.S. quotes of origin. The 15-
minute indications of � gure 1(a)–(c) are measured over
standard time subsamples (in GMT) across all regions to
ensure correspondence of opening and closing hours for all.
Note that the vertical scale for Europe is signi� cantly
different from that for the other regions, re� ecting the
greater quote frequency during European business hours.

The activity patterns depicted in the � gure provide a clear
view of the daily activity passing from one market center to
another. To de� ne geographic opening and closing times, we
use 24-hour regional mean activity as a threshold signaling
the open and close: a mean of 5 quotes per 15 minutes for
Asian countries, 28 quotes for Europe, and 4 quotes for
America. When 15-minute mean activity is above the re-
spective 24-hour mean, a region is considered open; other-
wise, it is considered closed.

Under this criterion, we can identify three distinct time
periods where only Asian or European or American traders
are active in the market. Moreover, the graphs display two
trading overlap periods, in late Asian and early European
trading as well as in late European and early American
trading. It is well known that the peak period of daily FX
market activity occurs when European and American trad-
ing overlap (see Guillaume et al., 1995). Hence, price
� uctuations during this time period should be treated as an
idiosyncratic activity block. The Asia-Europe overlap, on
the other hand, has been given little consideration in the
literature. Yet, � gure 1(a) and (b) demonstrate that the time
span of this early overlap period is suf� ciently long and
market presence suf� ciently large for it to be considered a
distinct region. The inclusion of these two overlap periods is
unique in the analysis of geographic volatility persistence.

Table 1 gives our assessment of reasonable opening and
closing hours for each of the � ve geographic trading blocks,
taking into account the daylight saving time shifts in Europe

and America. Since the calendar dates for daylight saving
time differ in Europe and America, we identify seven
separate periods for classifying regional hours. For instance,
during the periods of December 1, 1993–March 26, 1994
and October 30, 1994–March 25, 1995, standard time pre-
vailed in both Europe and America. Hence, for these two
periods, we identify the following hours: Asia: 23:30–6:30;
Asia-Europe overlap: 6:30–8:00; Europe: 8:00–12:30;
Europe-America overlap: 12:30–16:30; and America: 16:30–
21:00, where all hours are GMT. Alternative regional trad-
ing hours based on daylight saving time changes in Europe
and America are given in table 1. We note that the trading
hours for each region conform largely to local business
hours. The data set used for model estimation is adjusted for
these shifts in trading hours so that at each point in time the
appropriate lags exist between regions.

IV. Models of Geographic Volatility

Recent research indicates that estimating daily volatility
by summing high-frequency intraday squared returns allows
the treatment of daily volatility as observed rather than
latent.3 As shown in Andersen et al. (ABDL, 2001) the
concept of integrated volatility is motivated by the follow-
ing theory. Consider a continuous-time logarithmic process
for the exchange rate quote q t:

dq t 5 s t dW t, (2)

where t $ 0, W t is a standard Brownian motion, and s t is
a strictly stationary process. Then the corresponding dis-
cretely sampled returns with m observations per period are
given by

r ~m!,t ; q t 2 q t21/m 5 E
0

1/m

s t21/m1t dW t21/m1t, (3)

where t 5 1/m, 2/m, . . . . The expected returns are equal to
0, by de� nition, for all return horizons m. Assuming

3 See Andersen and Bollerslev (1998a) and Andersen et al. (2001).

TABLE 1.—REGIONAL TIME ZONES BASED ON QUOTE ACTIVITY IN THE DM/$ MARKET

Sample Period

Activity (GMT)

Asia Asia-Europe Overlap Europe Europe-America Overlap America

12/1/93–3/26/94 (no DST) 23:30–6:30 6:30–8:00 8:00–12:30 12:30–16:30 16:30–21:00

3/27/94–4/2/94 (only Eur. DST) 23:30–5:30 5:30–8:00 8:00–12:30 12:30–15:30 15:30–21:00

4/3/94–9/24/94 (Eur. and Amer. DST) 23:30–5:30 5:30–8:00 8:00–11:30 11:30–15:30 15:30–20:00

9/25/94–10/29/94 (only Amer. DST) 23:30–6:30 6:30–8:00 8:00–11:30 11:30–16:30 16:30–20:00

10/30/94–3/25/95 (no DST) 23:30–6:30 6:30–8:00 8:00–12:30 12:30–16:30 16:30–21:00

3/26/95–4/1/95 (only Eur. DST) 23:30–5:30 5:30–8:00 8:00–12:30 12:30–15:30 15:30–21:00

4/2/95–4/28/95 (Eur. and Amer. DST) 23:30–5:30 5:30–8:00 8:00–11:30 11:30–15:30 15:30–20:00

The table de� nes times (in GMT) of peak quoting activity in each region. Regional groupings comprise countries with at least 1% market share of total FX turnover. Accordingly, we de� ne Asia 5 Australia,
Hong Kong, Japan, Singapore; Europe 5 Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom; America 5 Canada, United States.
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independence of s t and Wt, the variance of the h-period
returns, r(1/h),t1h, for h . 0, is

s t,h
2 ; E

0

h

s t1t
h dt. (4)

This is the integrated volatility that ABDL show to be a
natural de� nition of asset return volatility in a continuous-
time setting. Although this measure is unobservable, ABDL
show that by summing high-frequency squared intraday
returns, a measure of realized volatility is consistent (in m)
for the integrated volatility as in

plim
m?`

O
j51,. . .mh

r~m!,t1j/m
2 5 st,h

2 . (5)

We use this result to motivate our use of integrated
volatility for daily volatility proxies in each region and treat
the resulting volatility measures as an observable, rather
than latent, variable. This allows simpler estimation tech-
niques than the usual GARCH models employed in high-
frequency volatility analysis. The payoff is that multivariate
methods are more easily employed and results are likely to
be less model-dependent.

We sum the intradaily squared returns from our 15-
minute data to create a measure of integrated volatility for
each region. This then gives us a daily measure of volatility
for each region that serves as the basis for our estimation.
Because the regions have different time lengths, we stan-
dardize the integrated volatility measures by dividing by the
number of 15-minute intervals in each region. As shown in
table 1, this will vary with the time of year. Finally,
following one of the main lessons of the recent research by
Andersen, Bollerslev, Diebold, and coauthors, we use the
logarithms of volatility which are closer to normality and
reduce the problem of major outliers. Figure 2(a) shows
plots of the regional volatility series for the DM/$ exchange
rate, and � gure 2(b) for the ¥/$. Though it is not reported in
tables (in order to conserve space), autocorrelation analysis
indicates a high degree of autocorrelation in each series,
with the p-values of the Q-statistics equal to 0.00 from the
� rst through 35th lags.

We use these volatility measures to estimate daily vola-
tility regressions. The model to be estimated speci� es daily
volatility for each region as a function of past volatility of
the same region as well as of the volatility of the other
regions. In all cases, volatility is measured logarithmically.

FIGURE 2.—REGIONAL VOLATILITY PLOTS

The graphs plot daily volatility for each region over the period December 1, 1993 to April 28, 1995: (a) DM/$ rate; (b) ¥/$ rate. Volatility is measured as the logarithm of the sum of intradaily squared returns
from 15-minute sampling intervals standardized for the number of intervals per region. Time is measured along the horizontal axis and volatility along the vertical axis.
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Our system has � ve equations with volatility in each of our
� ve regions as dependent variables. The timing of the other
regional volatility measures included on the right-hand side
will differ by region. Since Asia starts the business day, the
� rst lag of other regions will be dated on the prior day for
the Asia volatility equation. In the America volatility equa-
tion, all the other regions will be dated on the same day for
the � rst lag, because America ends the global business day.
The other three regions will have the � rst lag of those
regions that trade earlier on the same date, and regions that
trade later will be dated the prior day. In addition to the
basic regional volatility measures, we also include dummy
variables for days with particularly high volatility. These
days generally re� ect major movements in exchange rates
due to intervention or major news.4 The model estimated
may be written as

s t
2 5 A1s t21

2 1 · · · 1 Aps t2p
2 1 Bx t 1 e t, (6)

where s2 is a vector containing regional volatility measures,
x is a vector of dummy variables for days of major exchange
rate events along with a dummy for Mondays and holidays,

A and B are coef� cient matrices to be estimated, t is time,
and e is a vector of innovations.5 The lag lengths for the
DM/$ and ¥/$ volatility models are determined by starting
with one lag and then evaluating Akaike information criteria
and likelihood ratio statistics as additional lags are added.
When both statistics reject the next longer lag structure, we
stop at the prior lag length. Estimation results for the lag
structure that meets these criteria are reported in this paper.
This results in two lags for the DM/$ rate and three lags for the
¥/$. It is important to note that none of the conclusions are
changed if we use fewer or more lags than those reported.

The � ve-equation system is estimated using seemingly
unrelated regressions (SUR). Whereas the usual VAR has
the same right-side variables in each equation, so that OLS
provides ef� cient estimates, in our case the dating conven-
tion used results in different lags on other-region volatility
for each equation. In this case, SUR will yield more ef� cient
estimates. Rather than report a long list of individual coef-
� cient estimates, we report tests of signi� cance of blocks of
coef� cients that represent meteor showers and heat waves
for each region.

Table 2 reports results for the DM/$ model, and table 3
for the ¥/$. The R-squares at the bottom of each table
indicate that the models contain considerable explanatory
power for volatility in each region. In addition, the p-values
for residual autocorrelation reported for 5 lags (1 week) and
35 lags (7 weeks) indicate that there is not much persistence
left in the residuals. Of most interest in the tables are the
Wald tests for the blocks of lagged volatility variables
related to own-region and interregion volatility spillovers.
Looking down the diagonals of each table, we see the test
statistics and associated p-values for own-region volatility

4 Dates and regions with dummy variables include: February 14, 1994,
when threats of a trade war between the United States and Japan led to the
¥/$ exchange rate exhibiting great volatility during U.S. business hours;
April 29, 1994, when the Fed intervened in the ¥-$ market during the
overlap of European and U.S. business hours; August 16, 1994, when the
Fed raised interest rates during U.S. business hours and the DM/$
exchange rate responded most dramatically; December 28, 1994, when
both the mark and yen exhibited great volatility; March 8, 1995, when the
Bank of Japan intervened and the dollar hit an all-time low against the yen
during Asian and European-Asian overlap business hours, as did the mark
during Asian and European business hours; March 19, 1995, when great
volatility hit the yen during the overlap of European and Asian hours;
March 30, 1995, when the Bundesbank cut interest rates to support the
dollar during European business hours; April 10, 1995, when the dollar
fell to a record low of 83 yen during Asian business hours; and April 17,
1995, when the dollar hit 81 yen during Asian business hours and the Bank
of Japan intervened.

5 Holidays were identi� ed by cross-checking quote frequency with dates
of known holidays in major trading centers in each region.

TABLE 2.—WALD TESTS FOR OWN-REGION AND INTERREGION DM/$ VOLATILITY PERSISTENCE

Dependent Regions
Independent

Regions AS AE EU EA AM

AS 29.87 19.55 3.39 9.48 0.29
(0.00) (0.00) (0.18) (0.01) (0.86)

AE 0.12 26.35 26.01 0.72 2.36
(0.94) (0.00) (0.00) (0.70) (0.31)

EU 27.56 16.91 10.45 2.56 14.42
(0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.28) (0.00)

EA 3.64 2.77 14.98 22.10 48.18
(0.16) (0.25) (0.00) (0.00) (0.00)

AM 14.12 4.88 5.48 8.13 8.03
(0.00) (0.09) (0.06) (0.02) (0.02)

R2 0.44 0.46 0.47 0.38 0.50
p-value, Q(5) 0.25 0.13 0.60 0.18 0.81
p-value, Q(35) 0.16 0.69 0.88 0.03 0.58

Dependent variables are in columns, and independent variables in rows. Regional volatility variables are: AS, Asia; AE, Asia-Europe overlap; EU, Europe; EA, Europe-America overlap; and AM, America.
Additional variables in the regressions, not reported in the table, include a constant, dummy variables for days of major FX events, and dummies for Mondays and holidays. The table reports Wald coef� cient tests
for blocks of coef� cients representing heat waves (own-region volatility persistence) and meteor showers (interregional volatility persistence). Chi-squared statistics and associated p-values (in parentheses) are
reported for each block of coef� cients. For each equation, R2 and p-values of Q-statistics for residual autocorrelation are reported for 5 lags (1 week) and 35 lags (7 weeks).
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persistence. In table 2, the evidence indicates that own-
region volatility spillovers are all highly statistically signif-
icant for the DM/$ rate. Table 3 suggests the same for the
¥/$, with the exception of the Europe-America (EA) region.
Only for this region in ¥-$ trading is there a lack of evidence
to support the heat-wave hypothesis. Examining the evi-
dence on interregional volatility spillovers for the DM-$
rate, the evidence indicates that Asian (AS) volatility spills
over into Asia-Europe (AE) and Europe-America (EA); AE
volatility spills over into Europe (EU); EU volatility spills
over into AS, AE, and AM; EA volatility spills over into EU
and AM; and AM volatility spills over into all other regions.
The ¥/$ evidence of table 3 indicates that AS volatility spills
over into all other regions; AE volatility spills over into all
but EA; EU volatility spills over into AS and EA; EA
volatility spills over into AS, AE, and AM; and AM vola-
tility spills over into AS and EA.

Taken as a whole, there is considerable support for both
the heat-wave and meteor-shower hypotheses. The evidence
indicates that Asian volatility is quite important as a source
of ¥/$ volatility spillovers and that European volatility is
quite important as a source of DM/$ spillovers. Volatility
spillovers emanating from America are more relevant for
the mark than for the yen.

To have a better idea of the economic signi� cance of the
spillovers, we simulate the model for the impact of a
one-standard-deviation shock to the innovations of volatility
in each region on current and future values of itself and
other regions.6 Figure 3 contains the DM/$ impulse re-

sponse functions for a one-standard-deviation shock to the
innovations in each region. Each function is plotted for 10
days (2 weeks). Two-standard-error bands are presented
around each estimated function.7 Looking down the diago-
nals of the functions presented, we see the own-region
impulse responses, or heat-wave effects. In each case, there
is a signi� cant response. The general pattern of response is
a fairly steep drop over the � rst couple of days followed by
a few days of gradual decline until the responses are not
statistically different from 0 by the end of the 2-week
period. As discussed above, we have standardized volatility
in each region so that the integrated volatility measures
average volatility per 15-minute interval. Then the loga-
rithms of this standardized volatility are used for estimation
purposes. The transformed volatility measures all have stan-
dard deviations close to unity.8 This explains why the
impulse responses shown along the diagonal in � gure 3 start
around 1. A one-standard-deviation shock to volatility in
any given region will be depicted as starting around 1 and
then diminishing over time in the manner shown.

It is instructive now to compare the evidence on the
interregional volatility spillovers shown in � gure 3. Each
row of functions plotted in � gure 3 represents one region
and shows its response to shocks at home and in the other
regions. Each row shows evidence of interregional spill-
overs that are statistically signi� cantly different from 0, but

6 Because innovations are generally correlated across equations, the
order of the endogenous variables in calculating the impulse response
functions is important, as the common component is attributed to the
variable that comes � rst in the system. Typically, one must worry about the
sensitivity of the ordering to the results, for there is usually no economic
reason for having one variable precede another. In our case, this is not so

problematic, for the regions proceed in order of their place in the trading
day: Asia starts trading each day, and America � nishes.

7 The standard errors of the impulse response functions were calculated
via a Monte Carlo exercise where stochastic simulation was conducted
with 1,000 repetitions.

8 Means (standard deviations) of each region’s DM/$ volatility are: AS,
2.32 (1.03); AE, 3.08 (0.95); EU, 2.92 (0.97); EA, 4.19 (0.95); and AM,
3.68 (1.02).

TABLE 3.—WALD TESTS FOR OWN-REGION AND INTERREGION ¥/$ VOLATILITY PERSISTENCE

Dependent Regions
Independent

Regions AS AE EU EA AM

AS 42.58 28.31 12.18 8.16 3.55
(0.00) (0.00) (0.01) (0.04) (0.01)

AE 14.51 17.12 13.36 3.88 8.08
(0.00) (0.00) (0.00) (0.27) (0.04)

EU 14.30 3.67 9.33 23.77 4.38
(0.00) (0.30) (0.03) (0.00) (0.22)

EA 11.37 9.66 3.36 0.91 21.93
(0.01) (0.02) (0.34) (0.82) (0.00)

AM 11.41 0.88 4.56 34.99 11.98
(0.01) (0.83) (0.21) (0.00) (0.01)

R2 0.58 0.49 0.51 0.53 0.48
p-value, Q(5) 0.81 0.62 0.98 0.13 0.79
p-value, Q(35) 0.68 0.30 0.96 0.06 0.69

Dependent variables are in columns, and independent variables in rows. Regional volatility variables are: AS, Asia; AE, Asia-Europe overlap; EU, Europe; EA, Europe-America overlap; and AM, America.
Additional variables in the regressions, not reported in the table, include a constant, dummy variables for days of major FX events, and dummies for Mondays and holidays. The table reports Wald coef� cient tests
for blocks of coef� cients representing heat waves (own-region volatility persistence) and meteor showers (interregional volatility persistence). Chi-squared statistics and associated p-values (in parentheses) are
reported for each block of coef� cients. For each equation, R2 and p-values of Q-statistics for residual autocorrelation are reported for 5 lags (1 week) and 35 lags (7 weeks).
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the economic signi� cance of these spillovers is another
matter. Of particular note is how much smaller the effects of
interregional volatility spillovers are than those of own-
region spillovers. In every region, the own-region responses
are generally 3 to 4 times the magnitude of the interregional
responses for the � rst few lags. So one obvious conclusion
is that the economic signi� cance of own-region spillovers is
considerably greater than that of the interregional spillovers.
In the case of the DM/$ rate, it appears that heat waves are
more important than meteor showers.

Turning now to the ¥/$ responses emanating from a
one-standard-deviation shock as reported in � gure 4, we
note statistically signi� cant responses existing for own-
region volatility persistence in each region, as illustrated

along the diagonal.9 Among these heat-wave responses is
the notably long persistence of the Asian heat wave out past
2 weeks. Looking along each row of plots in � gure 4, we see
the interregional volatility spillovers plotted along with the
own-region results. The impulse responses plotted for inter-
regional spillovers indicate statistically signi� cant effects
occurring in each region. However, the magnitude is much
smaller than the own-region spillovers, and we once again
see that the economic signi� cance of the former is dwarfed
by that of the latter. As in the case of the DM/$ exchange

9 Means (standard deviations) of each region’s ¥/$ volatility are: AS,
3.07 (1.08); AE, 3.22 (1.14); EU, 3.46 (0.95); EA, 4.21 (0.92); and AM,
3.64 (1.08).

FIGURE 3.—RESPONSE OF DM/$ VOLATILITIES TO ONE-STANDARD-DEVIATION SHOCKS

The graphs display the effect of a one-standard-deviationshock to the innovations in volatility of one region on day t on itself and the other regions for days t 1 1 through t 1 10 (2 weeks). Two-standard-error
bands are presented around each function. Country mnemonics are AS, Asia; AE, Asia-Europe; EU, Europe; EA, Europe-America; and AM, America.
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rate, it appears that meteor showers are less important than
heat waves for the ¥/$ exchange rate.

V. Summary and Conclusion

This paper has explored the evidence regarding volatility
persistence in DM/$ and ¥/$ quotes for separate regional
models. An examination of the quoting patterns of institu-
tions located in different regions reveals that � ve regions
emerge as candidate trading centers for volatility models.
These � ve regions are Asia, the Asia-Europe overlap, Eu-
rope, the Europe-America overlap, and America. Daily
models of integrated volatility are then built and estimated
for each region where the volatility of exchange rate returns
is a function of the volatility in the previous day for each
region (the heat-wave effect, or own-region volatility per-
sistence) and the earlier volatility of other regions (the

meteor-shower effect, or interregional volatility persis-
tence).

Results presented indicate that estimates differ across
regions, lending support to the notion that regions have
unique characteristics such as institutions or relationships
with other regions that are only revealed through individual
regional modeling. Findings include the following: First,
regions differ in their inherent volatility. This is a result that
has been shown in earlier papers that model the high-
frequency pattern of quotes and volatility in the FX market
[see Dacorogna et al. (1993) for an early example, and
Andersen and Bollerslev (1997) or Melvin and Yin (2000)
for more recent examples]. More important in the present
paper is the � nding that own-region volatility spillovers are
more signi� cant economically (larger in magnitude) than
interregional spillovers. In terms coined by Engle et al.

FIGURE 4.—RESPONSE OF ¥/$ VOLATILITIES TO ONE-STANDARD DEVIATION SHOCKS

The � gures display the effect of a one-standard deviation shock to the innovations in volatility of one region on day t on itself and the other regions for days t 1 1 through t 1 10 (2 weeks). Two-standard-error
bands are presented around each function. Country mnemonics are AS, Asia; AE, Asia-Europe; EU, Europe; EA, Europe-America; and AM, America.
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(1990), heat waves are more important than meteor show-
ers.

We want to highlight the � nding that, while the Wald tests
and impulse response functions associated with interre-
gional spillovers indicate some evidence of responses sig-
ni� cantly different from 0 for several days, the impulse
responses clearly illustrate that the economic signi� cance
appears to be slight compared to that of the own-region
spillovers. The latter appear to occur as a sharp burst of
own-region volatility following a shock that dissipates over
several days. The one exceptional region in this regard was
the Asia region for yen volatility, which had own-region
spillovers that persisted beyond 2 weeks. Yet even in this
case, it is noteworthy that the large magnitude of the
volatility response occurs in the � rst 2 days following the
shock.

Some may argue that volatility that persists for prolonged
times is inconsistent with an ef� cient market where prices
are free to adjust instantly to new information. However,
there are arguments to be made for FX market shocks taking
some time to ripple through the market.10 Our results sug-
gest that the ripples are most signi� cant in a region-speci� c
or home-market context and tend not to spill over to other
countries in economically signi� cant magnitudes. This view
of the normal functioning of the FX market supports the
sources of FX volatility being primarily local: whatever
causes a volatility spike in one region today is related to
higher-than-normal volatility in the same region tomorrow.
Though there may be some ripples of volatility into other
regions, the magnitude is small relative to the home-market
effects.
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